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Early Algebra

Exploring Early Algebra

This issue of Connect points to real progress in teaching and learning algebra, with articles from classroom teachers and math specialists. At the same time, we can see that there
is more work to be done in order to inform and encourage teachers to explore the concepts and intricacies of algebra with their elementary and middle school students.
Writing in the New Scientist about the work of Georges
Cuisenaire and others, math educator John Trivett commented that modern work in geometry and algebra has
shown, “. . . that all children can thrive on and create their
own mathematics, acquiring powers of thought and problem-tackling which none will believe until such classes are
seen at work.” His article was published in December,
1959.
Forty-six years later, Connect authors point to successes
and the work ahead. Concluding his article, Trivett asked,
“What will happen once all children are consciously and
deliberately helped in school to develop the embryonic
mathematical relationships which are inborn?”
Georges Cuisenaire with the modern version of the rods he
developed in his classrooms in Belgium during the 1930s
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Is It 2 More or 2 Less?
ALGEBRA IN THE ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM
by Susan Jo Russell, Deborah Schifter and Virginia Bastable

F

or many adults, algebra means symbolic notation and equations. We may
have done well or poorly in high school
algebra, but either way, we often have no
sense that those equations we manipulated
had any meaning beyond what was
required to pass the course. Yet, in collaborative work with teachers over the past
five years, we have found that students in
kindergarten through fifth grade are thinking about ideas that are at the heart of
algebra. In the course of working on arithmetic, students notice regularities that
might, in later years, be expressed with
symbols and equations. These ideas offer
opportunities for rich mathematical investigation and discussion.

Examples from the
classroom
GRADE 4: IS IT 2 MORE OR 2 LESS?

If you are mentally trying to solve
145 – 98 = , you might use the easier,
related subtraction problem 145 – 100 =
to help you. You know that 145 – 100 = 45,
but is the difference between 145 and 98
two more or two less than 45? In a fourthgrade class, students were considering this
problem. The context for the problem was
related to a science project in which the
class weighed apples in grams as they
dried out.
Brian drew a closed shape representing
an apple divided into two parts to represent 145 – 100 = : “See, this is the
apple at first,” he explained. “And you
take some away [the part to the right of
the dotted line] and have some left [to the
left of the dotted line]. Then you take
away 98 grams instead, so it’s over here
[the part to the right of the solid line is
now the part that is subtracted; left of the
solid line is what remains].”
www.synergylearning.org • JANUARY-FEBRUARY 2006

With the presence of this
The whole thing
picture to focus the discussion, more students joined
in, using the representation
not only to reason about the
particular numbers, but to
state and justify a more general claim. Rebecca said,
“It’s like you have this big
hunk of bread and you can
take a tiny bite or a bigger
take away 98
bite. If you take away
take away 100
smaller, you end up with
bigger.” Then Max stated:
“The less you subtract, the more you end
up with, AND in fact the thing you end up
with is exactly as much larger as the
amount less that you subtracted.”
GRADE 2: SWITCHING AROUND
THE NUMBERS

But what about students in the primary
grades? Aren’t they “concrete” thinkers?
Young students, too, notice regularities
about the work they do as they count,
compare quantities, and learn about addition and subtraction. In one second-grade
class, the teacher asked students to generate combinations of two addends with a
sum of 25. As they listed these, students
soon noticed—as they had before in their
computation work—that they could
“switch around” the numbers and still get
the same sum, for example, if 23 + 2 = 25,
then 2 + 23 = 25.
The teacher had in mind that this idea
would come up and had planned follow-up
questions. She asked, “Suppose I asked . . .
if you could prove that or explain it better
to me . . . if we take the 2 and put it first,
do we still get 25?”
Nikki demonstrated with a stack of 23
cubes and a stack of two cubes. She moved
the two-cube stack rapidly and repeatedly
from the right side to the left side of the
23-cube stack. “It doesn’t matter,” she
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said, “if you keep on just switching it
around, it will still make 25 . . . you’re not
taking away or adding to it . . . it will still
be the same number.” Again, in this
example, the use of a representation that
embodies the operation enables the students to reason about the general claim.
Although Nikki is holding particular quantities—23 and 2—her reasoning, that
“you’re not taking away or adding to it,”
applies to any pair of numbers.
Once all the students seemed quite convinced that the order of any pair of numbers in an addition expression could be
changed without changing the sum, the
teacher asked the students if the same is
true for subtraction. From her experience,
the teacher knew not to assume that students thought that the “switch around”
rule applies only to addition. Several students offered their ideas, using 7 – 3 and
3 – 7 as an example:

The work of
generalizing and
justifying in the
elementary classroom
has the potential of
enhancing the
learning of all
students.

Nikki: If you have 3 take away 7, but 3
doesn’t have 7. . . . You can only take
away 3 to make zero.
Alita: You can’t use the 3 because after
you use the 3—3, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0. . . the
zero’s going to keep on repeating
itself.
Edward: It wouldn’t be zero. It would
be negative 4 . . . That means you’re
going lower. If you’re going lower
than zero, that means negative 1,
negative 2, negative 3 . . . .
Although these students did not yet
have all the number experience necessary
to understand this idea, the teacher noticed
that they were making important observations about the differences between the
properties of addition and the properties of
subtraction. She planned to return to this
discussion as other opportunities arose.

Algebra for all students
The work of generalizing and justifying in
the elementary classroom has the potential
of enhancing the learning of all students.
The teachers with whom we have collaborated for several years have realized this
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potential in their classrooms. Teacher collaborators report to us that students who
tend to have difficulty in mathematics
become stronger mathematical thinkers
through this work. As one teacher wrote,
“When I began to work on generalizations
with my students, I noticed a shift in my
less capable learners. Things seemed more
accessible to them.”
When the generalizations are made
explicit—through language and through
visual representations—they become
accessible to more students and can
become the foundation for greater computational fluency. Furthermore, the disposition to create a representation when a
mathematical question arises supports students in reasoning through their confusions. Brian (in the grade 4 example
above), a tentative learner in mathematics,
created a representation that illuminated
an important idea. In the second grade
classroom, in an urban center with a historically large proportion of underachieving students, a range of students offered
important ideas about how addition is and
subtraction is not commutative.
At the same time, students who generally outperform their peers in mathematics
find this content challenging and stimulating. The study of number and operations
extends beyond efficient computation to
the excitement of making and proving
conjectures about mathematical relationships that apply to an infinite class of
numbers. A teacher explained, “Students
develop a habit of mind of looking beyond
the activity to search for something more,
some broader mathematical context to fit
the experience into.” In the fourth-grade
example above, Max, one of the most
mathematically successful students in the
class, listened carefully to his classmates’
explanations and then enjoyed the challenge of formulating a precise statement of
the generalization. And Edward (in the
grade two example), who knew more
about numbers than his peers, was able to
seed the conversation with a new idea
about numbers less than zero.
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Early algebra is fundamental
Underlying these kinds of discussion are
what one of our mathematician advisors
calls “foundational principles”—principles
that connect elementary students’ work in
arithmetic to later work in algebra. For
example, the idea explored by the fourth
graders (the less you subtract, the more
you have left) can be represented as, “If
a – b = c, then a – (b – x) = c + x,” or,
more concisely, “a – (b – x) = (a – b) + x.”
A discussion among middle schoolers
similar to that in the fourth-grade example
could provide an opportunity to consider
why the associative property does not
apply to subtraction, and to articulate a
rule that does. The second graders do not
yet have the experience with negative
numbers to allow them to completely
make sense of 3 – 7, but they are nevertheless engaged in reasoning about foundational ideas, in this case, that addition is
commutative, but subtraction is not:
a + b = b + a, but c – d ≠ d – c. In later
years, they will come to see that there is a
regularity here, that if c – d = a, then
d – c = -a, or c – d = - (d – c).
Underlying the notation are ways of
reasoning about how the operations work.
This reasoning—about how numbers can
be put together and taken apart under different operations— not the notation, is the
central work of elementary students in
algebra. In the course of our work and
through the insights of teachers and the
thinking of their students, we have concluded that work in early algebra is fundamental to the experience of young
students. Early algebra is not an add-on.
The foundations of algebra arise naturally
throughout students’ work on number and
operations. Considering general claims
provides the opportunity for students to
learn about the power of representation as
a basis for mathematical reasoning. This
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work anchors students’ concepts of the
operations and underlies greater computational flexibility. 
Susan Jo Russell is a principal scientist at the
Educational Research Collaborative, TERC. She
co-directed the development of the K–5
curriculum, Investigations in Number, Data, and
Space.
Deborah Schifter is a senior scientist at the
Education Development Center, Newton,
Massachusetts, where she has directed major
teacher development projects, including the
project that created five modules in the
professional development series, Developing
Mathematical Ideas.

This reasoning . . .
not the notation,
is the central work
of elementary
students in
algebra.

Virginia Bastable is the Director of the
SummerMath for Teachers program at Mount
Holyoke College in Holyoke, Massachusetts.
Drs. Russell, Schifter, and Bastable are
currently working together to develop two new
modules focused on early algebra in the
Developing Mathematical Ideas series and to
develop an algebra strand for Investigations in
Number, Data, and Space.
The work described in this article was supported in
part by the National Science Foundation through
Grant No. ESI-0095450 to TERC and Grant No. ESI0242609 to the Education Development Center. Any
opinions, findings, conclusions, or recommendations
expressed here are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the National Science
Foundation.

Further reading
Schifter, D., Monk, S., Russell, S. J., Bastable,
V., and Earnest, D. Early Algebra: What
Does Understanding the Laws of Arithmetic
Mean in the Elementary Grades? (Draft of a
chapter being prepared for a volume edited
by James Kaput and David Carraher.) This
draft can be found at:
http://investigations.terc.edu/resources/
papersPubs.cfm#Schifter.
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Young Mathematicians at Work
CONSTRUCTING ALGEBRA IN GRADE TWO
by Patricia Lent, Ed Wall, Catherine Twomey Fosnot

W

hat is algebra? How does it
develop? Because algebra includes
many things—for instance, generalizing
beyond specific instances, describing and
representing patterns and functions, building equations and expressions using symbolic representations with integers and
variables, and manipulating symbols to
solve for unknowns—there has been a
spirited debate as researchers have tried to
define the topic. The authors’ participation
in this debate has not been so much
directed toward defining algebra as
towards studying associated landscapes of
learning. Our questions have been:
“What might algebra look like as it
emerges in the elementary years?”
“What are some of the critical big ideas
and strategies young children construct
that might serve as important landmarks
for teachers to notice, develop, and celebrate?” and,
“How might realistic contexts and models—for example, a double number line,
combination charts, and the ratio table—
support such development?” Over the last
three years these questions and others
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have been the focus of a think tank at
Mathematics in the City, a national center
for professional development at the City
College of New York.
This story, about an investigation that
grew out of an experience a second-grade
class had on a field trip, indicates some of
our ongoing answers to these questions.
Trish (Patricia) begins with a class meeting to frame the context:
Remember when we took our birding
trip to Central Park? We rode the
subway. We all got on the same subway car. It was really crowded. None
of us had seats. At the first stop, a
few of us got seats. Then at the next
stop, a few more of us got seats. The
car kept getting emptier and emptier,
until, by the time we got to the park,
everyone had a seat. In fact, we were
practically the only people on the
car. During our subway ride a lot of
people got off the car, but people
also got on the car at nearly every
stop. I wondered how our subway
car kept getting emptier if there were
people getting on at every stop?
I was still puzzling about this on
my way home from school yesterday.
I got on the local train at Chambers
Street. When the train left Chambers
Street, I counted ten people on my
car. At Franklin Street, the next stop,
some people got off, and some
people got on. I couldn’t see exactly
how many people got off and on, but
when the train left Franklin Street,
there were fifteen people on the train.
I’m wondering what could have happened? How many people could
have gotten off? How many people
could have gotten on?
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Initial attempts
A majority of the class realizes at the outset that the problem has multiple solutions. However, several students initially
see this as a problem with a single solution, and only a few of those students who
realize the problem has multiple solutions
seem to understand that there might be a
finite number of solutions. A few students
make use of patterns to generate solutions,
while most find new solutions by random
searching. The students represent their
solutions in a variety of ways, including
diagrams, open number lines, prose and
equations.
For the first meeting, called a congress,
Trish and Cathy focus on the different
ways students had represented and organized their solutions on their posters. The
class is particularly intrigued by Uriah and
Mia Chiara’s use of a pattern to generate
eleven solutions beginning with
10 + (– 10 + 5) = 15 and ending with
10 + (0 + 5) = 15. “If you use a pattern,”
one student says, “you’ll get more ways.”
The landmark strategy of using a systematic procedure, a pattern, to generate a lot
of solutions seems to be understood by
many students, however the big idea that
one might be able to use a pattern to generate all the solutions seems out of reach
for most. When Chynna and Nyima share
their system for keeping track of which
solutions they have found, few of their
classmates understand why being systematic is important.
The next day, Trish and Cathy present a
new but similar problem. This time, ten
people are on the train at Chambers Street,
but after the next stop there are seventeen
people on the train. As the partners get to
work, Trish and Cathy hear spirited conversations about patterns and solutions.
“Let’s do a pattern, so we can find lots of
ways!” Before long, this is followed by
“How many do we have?” “How many do
they have?”
Using a pattern does help students generate new and more solutions. However
using a pattern doesn’t necessarily lead
them to ask the critical mathematical question, “Do we have them all?” For
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instance, Ava and Danielle successfully
use a table to find and record eight solutions beginning with, “7 people got on, 0
got off.” They stop their pattern at, “14
people got on, 7 got off,” not because
they’ve found all the solutions, but
because their table bumps into the diagram
of a subway car they have drawn in the
lower corner of their poster. “We found
out that we made a pattern,” they write on
their poster, “and we are going to do it
again.” Devin and Philipp also use a pattern to find five consecutive ways, but stop
after five when they run out of room on
their poster.
Tova and Haille have a different reason
for ending their search for solutions.
These two girls approach the second problem more carefully than they had
approached the first. Previously, they used
an open number line to represent their
thinking. They began by jumping forward
to record the number of people getting on,
then jumping backwards for the people
getting off, and ended up with some
impossible solutions (thirty people getting
on and twenty-five people getting off,
even though there were only ten people on
the train to begin with). This time they
take measures to avoid such errors.
For each solution, they start at ten and
jump backward first, then jump forward.
“We figured out it was easier to minus
first,” Tova explains. They also pair each
open number line with a diagram of the
subway car, “just to make sure.” Their pattern begins with 10 – 5 + 12 and continues
until they reach 10 – 9 + 16. They stop
here as they reason that since Trish had to
stay on the train, no more than nine people
could get off. (See page 6)
However, when Trish asks, “Do you
think you have them all?” Haille replies,
“Well, we can’t think of any more, but
they’ve got more than we do.” The girls
then study their poster.
“Let’s see, you started at –5 and went
all the way down to –9,” Trish probes.
“Could you extend your pattern in the
other direction?”
“Oh, now I see!” one of the girls
replies. They then tape a blank sheet of
paper above 10 – 5 +12, and extend the
pattern up to 10 – 1 + 8. They stop there,

“If you use a
pattern,” one
student says,
“you’ll get more
ways.”
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Algebra is
emerging in this
second grade . . . .

since the story is, “some people got off
and some people got on,” and hence, they
reason 10 – 0 + 7 is not a valid solution.
The congress for the second problem
looks at different representations and patterns. First Ava and Danielle share their
table, and then Devin and Philipp share
their poster. The class can see that both
partnerships used patterns, but at first, they
think the two posters show different solutions. Ava and Danielle began with people
getting on, while Devin and Philipp began
with people getting off–that is, their numbers were in a different order. Eventually,
the class realizes that Devin and Philipp’s
“10 – 2 + 9 = 17: 2 people got off then 9
people got on” is the same as Ava and
Danielle’s, “9 people got on, 2 got off”
and they discovered that the two posters
share several solutions. Chiara, comment-

ing on the rearrangement of symbolic representations, explains, “It’s the same thing
just put in a different way.” Isaac, pointing
to the functional nature of the patterns,
exclaims, “It’s like a machine!”

Net change
The third problem Trish and Cathy initiate
is somewhat different. This time, the train
continues on from Franklin Street with
seventeen people on board. At the next
stop, Canal Street, some people get off,
some people get on, and then there are fifteen people on board. This time there
would be fewer people on board after the
change, matching the scenario from the
class field trip, and the net change would
be small. This idea of net change had
come up briefly in the second congress,
when Devin presented his poster. “The
more that get off, the higher the number to
get on,” he explained. However, on that
day the idea of net change had been overshadowed by the students’ eagerness to
compare representations and identify patterns.
For the third congress, Trish and Cathy
plan to make a point of pursuing the idea
of net change. They look at Austin and
Isaac’s series of equations, and Ava and
Danielle’s table. Devin, generalizing
beyond the specific instances he observes,
comments, “The number that minuses has
to be two numbers bigger than the number
that plusses.” This idea spreads and is
picked up by several of the students:
Chiara: On every one, it minuses 2.
Nyima: 2 got off, zero got on, that
equals 2. All the way down on both
sides it’s always 2.
Sam: The numbers are two more than
the other side. 4 is two more than 2,
7 is two more than 5.
Aidan: It’s 3 and 1, 4 and 2, 5 and 3, 6
and 4. It’s like counting by two but
using the numbers in between.
Delia: I understand that everything is 2
away: If 4 got off, 2 got on because
it’s 2 away from the number you
started with.
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Delia: Because 15 is two
less than 17.
Nyima: Because 17 is two
more than 15. If you’re
taking away more, you’re
ending up with less.
Chynna: 17 minus 2 equals
15. So I think that relates
to the other question, why
off is two more than on.
Mia Chiara: I don’t fully
understand. It has to do
with the pattern: one
getting higher, the other
getting lower.
Michael: What Chynna is
trying to say, and what
Nyima is trying to say is,
everything you do, it has
to have two more people
getting off than getting on.

The landscape of
algebra
Michael: Each time 2 more people got
off than got on.
In order to see net change in the
posters, these second graders must shift
their attention away from the pattern going
down the columns and focus on the across
relationship between the pair of numbers
in each row. Although many students are
perplexed, they know they have a responsibility to articulate what they do understand and what they need help with. Those
students who are seeing a relationship
between the numbers know they have a
responsibility to explain their ideas clearly
enough that the rest of the community can
understand. Thus, lots of mathematicians
are working very hard:
Austin: I have a question. I get that they
go in order, and the minus is more
than the plus. So if you take away
more, do you add less?

In this community of young
mathematicians at work, big
ideas and strategies on the landscape of
algebra are under construction. At first the
children do not use a systematic approach
to generate the possibilities. The first landmark to emerge is the need for an organized way to keep track. The production
of a systematic approach allows them to
begin to see and explore patterns regarding the functional relations—“the more
that get off the higher the number to get
on.” As they shift their pattern analysis
across to examine input/output they begin
to construct a way to quantify the net
change—“everything you do, it has to
have two more people getting off than getting on.” Implicit in this idea is the push to
generalization, getting right to the heart of
what it means to do algebra—“the number
that minuses has to be two numbers bigger
than the number that plusses.” Algebra is
emerging in this second grade of young
mathematicians, hard at work. 

Patricia Lent is a second
and third grade teacher at
P.S. 234 in Lower
Manhattan, New York.
She has been working
with Mathematics in the
City (MITC) for the past
few years.
Ed Wall is Assistant
Professor of Education at
the City College of New
York and has been a
member of the MITC think
tank on algebra for the
past two years.
Catherine Fosnot is a
faculty member at the City
College of New York and
Director of MITC, a
national inservice
training center for
mathematics education.
The ideas described in
this article can be further
explored in her book (coauthored with Maarten
Dolk), Young
Mathematicians at Work.

Simone: If you take away less you
won’t get to the right number.
www.synergylearning.org • JANUARY-FEBRUARY 2006
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The Turkey Feeding
Diaries
by Paula Maida

I

n a third-grade classroom shortly before
Thanksgiving break my suggestion of
an imaginary trip to a turkey farm immediately engaged the children. The purpose
of this activity was to provide a hands-on
introduction to multiplication, while using
algebraic symbols to solidify the roles of
factors and products.
Each student received a sealed sandwich bag containing five pipe-cleaner
turkeys and sixteen candy pumpkins. Then
I described the scene of an imaginary
turkey farm to them. “We made it to the
turkey farm now and you have hungry
turkeys to feed. But these turkeys are silly
because they do not prefer to eat turkey
feed. They like to fill their bellies with
pumpkins!”
The students were about to dramatize
three separate turkey feedings, and they
would keep a diary of each of those
events. To create this Turkey Feeding
Diary, we discussed the rules for each
feeding:
• Feed only the turkeys that approach
you, filling each of those turkeys’ bellies with the same amount of pumpkins.

• Draw and record the feeding so that
the next turkey farmer will know how
much the turkeys ate.
With the first rule, we talked about what
it meant to be fair to each turkey that
approaches, and how feeding one turkey
fewer pumpkins than the others might
cause it to become less nourished. With
the second rule, I stressed the importance
of being a good recorder and the consequences if clear mathematical communication is not used. The next farmer might
consequently underfeed or overfeed the
turkeys.

Feeding time
The students were eager for their first
turkey feeding. I described this scenario:
Five turkeys approach. Each turkey must
be fed two pumpkins. The students modeled this by moving five turkey manipulatives toward themselves and by placing
two candy pumpkins in each turkey’s
belly.
For feeding #1 of their diary, each student recorded the following:
Word sentence: 5 turkeys ate 2 pumpkins each.
Picture: (They drew what they saw on
their desk, five turkeys with two
pumpkins inside each turkey.)
Addition Number Sentence:
Total pumpkins eaten:
2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 10 pumpkins.
An ultimate goal was to have the students recognize their pictorial representation as five sets of two and, consequently,
to rewrite this addition number sentence as
the multiplication number sentence,
5 x 2 = 10. However, I purposely chose to
wait until the three feedings were com-
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plete and well understood before visiting
the concept of multiplication.
Next I exclaimed, “Uh-oh! Four turkeys
returned to eat more pumpkins so it must
be time for the next feeding. They’ll each
need three pumpkins.” Again they modeled the feeding with their manipulatives
and recorded in their diary a word sentence, picture, and addition number sentence. I watched the students pretend to
feed the turkeys. Some students had the
approach “one for you, and one for you,
. . . ” while others dumped three pumpkins into a turkey, and three into the next
turkey, etc.
By the third feeding, the students had a
good grasp of the activity. I described that
the turkeys were not so hungry by feeding
#3, so only three turkeys came forward,
needing one pumpkin each. Again, the students modeled and recorded.

Multiplication and repeated
addition
When the three feedings were complete,
we talked about the convenience of using
shorthand notation to present all of that
information to the next turkey farmer. We
explored the idea of how multiplication
can be used for repeated addition. For
instance, for feeding #1 they had recorded
2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 10. With five turkeys
having two pumpkins each, we discussed the
multiplication number sentence 5 x 2 = 10
and its relationship to “5 sets of 2.”
We explored the meaning of each factor
(i.e., that the first factor represented the
number of turkeys in this scenario whereas
the second factor represented the number
of pumpkins placed inside each turkey)
and the meaning of the product obtained
(and how its value matched the total sum).
The discussion regarding location of each
factor was particularly important for the
algebraic reasoning that was about to
occur when the unknown in the multiplication number sentence was a factor rather
than the product.
I continued the discussion by asking the
students for the multiplication number
sentences that occurred in feedings #2 and
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#3. They provided the answers of
4 x 3 = 12 and 3 x 1 = 3, respectively. The
students showed signs of both grasping the
ideas to this point and remaining on task.
Now, only minutes into the lesson, with
the students having just been introduced to
multiplication, a twist occurred. Typically,
when multiplication is introduced, it is followed by numerous practice drills, such as
3 x 4 = , 1 x 5 = , and so on, with the
unknown number being the product. However, even though the students were
freshly learning multiplication, they
immediately became immersed in problems where the unknown was a factor.
This approach not only strengthened their
initial understanding of factor versus product, but also provided an opportunity to
further their foundation of algebra.
Frequent exposure to such algebraic
reasoning in early grades lays the framework for a more natural progression of
algebraic growth in future years. These
third graders impressed me by being completely receptive to solving the camouflaged algebra problems of, “If 2 x n = 8,
then what is n?” and, “If m x 3 = 15, then
what is m?”
To sprinkle the multiplication concept
with some algebraic flavor, I handed out a
feeding diary that I had completed before I
had, “spilled coffee on it” (page 10). The
students were asked to determine the
magic numbers washed away by my coffee
stains. They were amused as they worked
together, using their turkey manipulatives
and appropriate mathematical communication. They did a fine job of recognizing

We talked about the
convenience of using
shorthand notation
to present all of that
information to the
next turkey farmer.
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whether or not the mystery box was a factor
or a product, and deciding which factor was
missing—“the number of sets” or, “how
many in each set.”
Feeding #2 was more difficult for them to
model initially since it did not clearly suggest
how many turkeys to begin with. With the
sentence, “How many turkeys ate 3 pumpkins each” and the multiplication sentence
“? x 3 = 15,” it became more critical that the
students understood the use of the factor 3
versus the factor “?” in this application problem. I observed that most partners began by
recognizing the need for fifteen pumpkins, no
more and no less. They grouped them into
sets of three and began “ringing” each set
with a turkey pipe cleaner, ultimately modeling, “five sets of three pumpkins is fifteen
pumpkins.” Others started with no turkeys

and gathered three pumpkins at a time, “ringing” each group with a pipe cleaner until
they collected a total of fifteen pumpkins,
also creating an appropriate model.

Mystery box factors
I prompted the following classroom dialogue
to advance students’ knowledge of factors
while providing further exposure to algebraic
unknowns:
Teacher: Sara, I just asked six students to
stand at the front of the room. Is it possible to form them into groups with the
same number of students in each
group?
Sara: Yes, there can be two groups.
Teacher: OK, please write on the board
the multiplication number sentence that
you are suggesting, with a mystery box
in place of the number that has not been
mentioned yet.
Sara wrote: 2 x
= 6 on the board, since
the number of students in each group was the
mystery.
Teacher: Now, Yin, please instruct the students to move into groups to represent,
or model, the multiplication number
sentence that Sara just wrote. Then fill
in the mystery box, explaining your
reasoning.”
Yin: Caley, Peter and Erin, you stand over
here. Michael, Luan and Sanchez, you
stand over there. There are two groups
with three students in each group. Two
groups of three students totals six students.
On the board, Yin fills in the mystery box,
2 x 3 = 6.
Teacher: Maria, please identify each
number as a factor or a product.
Maria: 2 and 3 are factors and 6 is the
product.
Teacher: Yes. Daryn, how would we represent this as an addition number sentence?
Daryn: 3 + 3 = 6
Teacher: Yes. Instead of two sets of three,
is there a different number of groups
the students could be partitioned into?
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Students suggested three groups, with
two in each group, following similar dialogue as above. It was not the students’
first instinct to suggest one group of six or
six groups of one. Interactive activities
such as this enable students to recognize
that when finding factors of a number; one
and the number itself should not be
neglected.
Teacher: Is 4 a factor of 6?
[Silence occurred among the class.]
Teacher: Well, lets think about it. Can
you think of whole numbers to fill in
these boxes: 4 x
= 6 or
x 4 = 6?
Imagine moving the six students
around in groups if it helps.
Student: No, 4 is not a factor of 6,
because 4 x
= 6 doesn’t work
since you can’t have four groups of
the same number of students to total
six; 4 x 1 = 4, and 4 times any whole
number 2 or higher is a number
higher than 6. Also,
x 4 =6
doesn’t work since 1 x 4 means one
group of four students (totaling only
four students) and two or more
groups of four students in each group
would be too many students (meaning more than six).
Teacher: Great. And what does
4x
= 6 or
x 4 = 6 suggest
when rewritten as addition?
Student: 4 x
= 6 asks, adding
together four of what number would
give us 6? There isn’t an answer.
x 4 = 6 asks how many fours
should be added to get 6? Again there
is no answer. So, four is not a factor
of six.
Students explored that 0 x 5 could be
modeled as zero groups of five students in
a group, portraying zero students at the
front of the room. 5 x 0 was viewed as five
groups of zero students in each group,
again portraying zero students at the front
of the room. This role-playing helped students discover the multiplication property
of zero, giving 0 x 5 = 0 = 5 x 0, without
having been told the fact and asked to
memorize the concept. It also allowed for
a fruitful discussion when they were asked
to determine an answer for the algebraic
unknown in 0 x
= 0.
www.synergylearning.org • JANUARY-FEBRUARY 2006

Students as teachers
As a follow-up assessment, the students
assumed the role of teacher when they
completed the activity Your Turn as
Teacher as a homework assignment. In
addition to designing their own manipulative, the students created three multiplication questions related to their manipulative.
They placed the unknown number in a different location in each problem. Their
results supplied evidence that they had
knowledge of basic multiplication and
could solve similar multiplication problems when the number of groups (as in,
turkeys) was changed. Not only did this
process enhance their multiplicative thinking, but also it enabled them to experience
how a teacher thinks while designing
questions and creating answer keys.
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The students were very creative and
clever with designing their manipulative
and supplying well-written questions. I
had encouraged the students to include
extraneous material in their word problems and they did. For instance, in a question related to counting felt spots on
pipe-cleaner puppies, a student inserted
the sentence “All of the puppies’ names
start with P.”
Through immediate immersion with
unknown quantities in various locations in
multiplication number sentences, students
were not only able to communicate and
strengthen their introductory knowledge of
multiplication and its components, they
also gained valuable exposure to algebraic
ideas. As described in the Principles and
Standards for School Mathematics:
Although algebra is a word that has
not commonly been heard in grades
3-5 classrooms, the mathematical
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investigations and conversations of
students in these grades frequently
include elements of algebraic reasoning. These experiences and conversations provide rich contexts for
advancing mathematical understanding and are also an important precursor to the more formalized study of
algebra in the middle and secondary
grades (NCTM, p. 159). In grades 35 all students should represent the
idea of a variable as an unknown
quantity using a letter or a symbol
(NCTM, p. 158). 
Paula Maida is an Associate Professor in the
Department of Mathematics at Western
Connecticut State University in Danbury,
Connecticut. She enjoys teaching pre-service
elementary school teachers and has current
main interests in algebra in the early grades and
mathematics in children’s literature.
Thanks to Mrs. Ellen Young, a third-grade
teacher at Mill Ridge Intermediate School in
Danbury, Connecticut, for sharing her students
and her time for these activities.
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It’s All About Connections
by Catheryne Draper

M

y teaching life changed when I
entered a Masters degree program
that included elementary teachers, centered on math education development. I
was a high school teacher by training and
was only slightly aware of elementary and
middle school pedagogy and the instructional models used in the early grades. As
a result of my new experiences, I decided
that I wanted to identify and make more
classroom-relevant connections at all levels within the instructional program—elementary through high school. I wanted to
illustrate the continuum, not just provide
occasional examples.
I now add my voice to the chorus of
other math educators who say that the
algebra content in the upper grades isn’t
that different than what students have
already learned in the lower grades. The
clue is in the connections, patterns, and
systems – also known as consistencies.
This article describes some of the examples that I have “borrowed” from elementary grades and applied to algebraic topics.
For example, skip counting (from first
grade) or the two’s tables (often learned in
third grade) are both recognizable in the
algebraic equation y = 2x.
Teaching at the high school level, my
algebra classroom presentations started
changing at a rapid clip. I looked very
closely at elementary lessons and manipulatives for clear and obvious clues for students to recognize the algebraic thinking
in what they had already done in their earlier years. I wanted my algebra students to
recognize the bridge between what they
already knew and the algebra symbolism
and to assure them that they already
“really” knew it. I, in turn, was learning
about the building blocks of elementary
mathematics at the same time.
I found that the easiest, as well as most
efficient, method for creating an environment in which students can make connec-
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tions is to use the same models. When students see the same models in two or more
settings then they are clearly more likely
to recognize the connections between the
two concepts represented in those settings.
For example, if we use Base 10 blocks
and place value mats for place value in
early grades then we should also use them
in subsequent grades even through middle
school grades, if necessary. In this way we
can illustrate the greater numerical quantities that reflect the patterns in those upper
level topics, such as exponents. Some textbooks represent these models at every
level in their series, others give it a try but
miss the mark and still others don’t even
bother. Since our students (and we as
teachers to a certain extent) are somewhat
dependant on textbooks for the math content and since we know that students do
not see the same textbook series throughout the grades, then we need to take
charge and make the connections clear.
To illustrate how we can do so, I have
listed approximate grade levels for the
place value mat with some implications
and cautions for teachers.
Approximate grade level and place
value mat arrangements:
Grade 1 and 2:
TABLE 1

1000
thousands

100
hundreds

10
tens

1
ones

Teaching / learning opportunities: Talk
about numbers and instead of 1 through
10, use digits 0 through 9 so that the
notion of digit isn’t so strange to these
young students later. When we teachers
use the same vocabulary for different
things, we are creating a confusing environment for these early readers. In my
experience they see this duality as confusing, one of many inconsistencies in their
arithmetic experiences. We are already
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using the symbol, “5,” as a dual representation for the written word “five” so we
are already on shaky reading ground for
students to learn about the consistency and
patterns in mathematics. If we consider
this from the perspective of Piaget’s work,
we would need to ask at what sequenced
learning level can students comprehend
multiple representations of the same idea?
Also, start highlighting the ones column to
show at least two important ideas:
1. These digits are the same ones used in
the other columns;
2. These digits are important in the interpretations of reading all numbers.
Grade 3 and 4: larger quantities in groups of
three (See Table 2)

Teaching / learning opportunities: Continue highlighting the ones column. Make
certain that the repetition of the ones, tens,
hundreds, repeats in each group of the
three columns. The repetition is easier to
comprehend as students learn to regroup
while learning about operations. Many
students whom I have encountered at these
upper levels have never recognized this
pattern—and they are good students. I
believe the trick is in the instructional
emphasis on the patterns. We need to
remember that these students may or may
not be at Piaget’s formal operations stage
even though they are older than seven.
Piaget focused on the sequence of developmental learning stages; most textbooks
organize and sequence topics by grade
level in a purely chronological manner.

Grade 5 and 6: larger quantities in groups of
three and extending to decimal quantities.
(See Table 3)

Teaching / learning opportunities: With
the ones column highlighted, the symmetry of the location and the notation is more
visually obvious. If students have seen this
highlighting all along then it isn’t a new
idea for them. Learning styles, hemisphere
dominance, and multiple intelligences
have suggested for years, even decades,
the significance of the visual impact in
learning.
Grade 7 and 8: Use the same mat and add
the next exponent row as part of a pattern for
illustrating the number of 0’s in the place
value chart. (See Table 4)

Teaching / learning opportunities: Upper
level teachers will note that the zero exponent dilemma takes care of itself as it
occurs in the pattern of the exponents. You
can use that other rather abstract explanation involving subtraction of exponents
described in most textbooks later, since in
my experience, it means very little to the
students anyway. A natural extension for
this mat is to represent the pattern for both
positive and negative exponents and therefore decimal numbers. Also all teachers
and students will notice that the line of
symmetry happens in the ones column, not
at the decimal location. All of the digits
occur in the ones column and it is the
location of these digits that makes the
larger quantities. That means 10 is not a
digit, so we have digits 0 through 9, not 1
through 10.

TABLE 2

100,000,000
Hundred
million

10,000,000 1,000,000
Ten
One
million
million

100,000
Hundred
thousand

10,000
1000
100
Ten
One
hundred
thousand thousand

10
ten

1
one

TABLE 3
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1000

100

10

1

thousands

hundreds

tens

ones

1
10
or 0.1
one
tenth

1
10 .10
or 0.01
one
hundredth

1
10 .10 .10
or 0.001
one
thousandth
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Algebra replaces the 10 with an “x”:
(See Table 5)

Teaching / learning opportunities: The
same place value mat can assist in the
transition to algebraic notation substituting
an “x” for 10 with the positive and negative exponents, the enigmatic 0 as an
exponent, and the negative exponents.
This exchange notion was part of the
intent in the New Math in the sixties and
modular arithmetic for representing the
system of the numbering organization.
There are also other materials available
on the market, such as Decimal Squares
developed by Albert Bennett, that will provide the same square model arrangement
for decimals so that educators can use the
same or similar design when illustrating
multiplication for decimals. Another
option for representing decimals that I
have tried is the see-through model for
Base 10 blocks. The long block is where
the symmetry becomes visually obvious.
Because the Decimal Squares do not
have a 1/1000 card, I use cards developed
by Margaret Smart and Mary Laycock in
their 1984 book entitled Hands on Math
from Activity Resources. The Decimal
Squares cards show the square 10, 100,
1000 grid with different shadings very
similar to Fraction Bars and are best used
when showing how the decimal numbers
are representations of 10, 100, and 1000
parts.

Expanding from the place value mat
into the algorithmic operations certainly
should involve Base 10 blocks (also called
Dienes Blocks). The base ten blocks and
place value mats are—or should be—a staple of elementary classrooms beginning
with place value and continuing with all of
the computational processes. Again, some
texts accomplish this continuity; others
weigh in at differing levels of reliability.
If we use these Base 10 blocks for organizing base 10 notation, then we should
also use the same Base 10 blocks to represent the processes involved with operations so that students do not see a “new
topic” but an extension of the place value
organization. The addition representation
with the blocks is presented in most textbooks and teachers often incorporate Base
10 blocks in classroom instruction. However, unless we continue illustrating the

TABLE 4

103
1000

102
100

101
10

100
1

10–1
1
10
or 0.1
1
10
tenths

10–2

10–3

1
100
or 0.01

1
1000
or 0.001

1010 . 10

10 . 10

10

1
10 . 10
hundredths

1
10 . 10 . 10
thousandths

thousands

hundreds

tens

ones

x1

x0

x–1

x–2

x_3

x

1

1
x

1
x2

1
x3

ones

1
x

1
x.x

1
x.x.x

TABLE 5

x3
x.x.x

x2
x .x
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operations involving two or more digits
with the Base 10 blocks after beginning
with the ones cubes for single digit multiplication, we have missed a valuable
opportunity for showing students consistency, for using the recall value of visual
organization, and for avoiding the mathphobic’s nightmare of yet another confusing and unrelated ritual. Lola June May
gave us an excellent series of lessons in
her 1991 article in Teaching PreK–8 magazine that showed us how to expand the
regrouping notion to hundreds, tens, and
ones with two-digit multiplication using
the Base 10 blocks in the third and fourth
grades. Also, the blocks provide an opportunity to represent area as the product and
then later use the same organization to
present the algebraic representation with
algebra tiles.
To illustrate how the Base 10 blocks
evolve into algebra tiles, I have drawn an

example for multiplication with Base 10
alongside a comparable illustration using
algebra tiles.
The same design for multiplying two
digit (or more) numbers is used with the
algebra of multiplying sides (or factors) in
quadratic equations. This arithmetic connection to algebra tiles was demonstrated
by Peter Rasmussen in 1978 in a teacher
manual accompanied by arithmetic and
algebra tiles entitled MathTiles and again
in 1987 in Algebra in the Concrete by
Mary Laycock and Reuben Schadler.
Representing the algebra multiplication
process (older students know this as
FOIL) with algebra tiles also allows for a
connection between the “cross hatch
process” for multiplying two digit numbers with quadratics along with algebra
tiles.
Place value location decided
by base 10
Hundreds
Tens
Ones
(unit)
1
3
multiply
1
1
1
3
1
3
1
4
3

hundreds
square
102
10 x 10

Square is x2
Since we do not know
how long the side of
the square is then we
need to give it an
algebraic letter
symbol that represents “don’t know”
and later expand
this notion into
“it doesn’t matter
because the system
works for all numbers.”
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tens
linear
10
10 x 1

ones

sides
13 x 11
(10+3)(10+1)

Long is x1
ones
Since the length
of the skinny rectangle is the same
as the length of
the square then
we can give it the
same length label
as the square.
x
x ·1

Connect

Area as product
1 hundred + 4 tens + 3 ones
100 + 40 + 3
143

sides
(x + 3)(x + 1)

Place location decided by kind of term
(also known as like terms)
Square Linear
unit
x
3
multiply
x
1
x
3
3x
x2
x2
4x
3

Area as product
x2 + 3x + 1x + 3
x2 + 4x + 3

Add “like terms” because
they are like shapes.
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the systematic thinking in the getting of
the answers as well as in the thinking
about the answers! 

So you see, many algebra skills can be in
place well before students get to Algebra I;
the key lies in the consistency and in their
fluid thinking, the ability so valued in
problem solving—another highly regarded
standard from NCTM’s Principles and
Standards for School Mathematics. If students and the teachers recognize what is
“going on” with the symbolism at each
level of the continuum, have a visual
model to associate the skill or concept
with, and recognize the consistency built
into the notation then the problem solving
with applications will take care of itself.
The mathematics is in the consistency and

Cathy Draper has more than forty years
experience in math education, starting as a high
school teacher, then district supervisor, state level
advisor, tutor, professional development
consultant, and as an adjunct math professor for
several colleges. She has also worked as a math
textbook editor and math supplementary materials
editor. She started The Math Studio in Salem,
Massachusetts, in the early 80’s and published
“The Algebra Game” and “Solving with
Pythagoras” for cooperative learning groups.
Visit the website at www.mathstudio.com to learn
about other math and algebra connections.

Take a Number
The age-old mental math activity that I used to play in my own elementary grades called, “Think of a Number,” is easily adapted to another literacy-manipulative-symbolic activity named, “Take a Number,” and
applied to algebraic symbols. Use squares that are outdated counter color tiles scavenged from hardware
stores and poker chips. The squares represent the known number, the one that a student thinks of but doesn’t
tell what it is, and the poker chips represent the number that was either added or subtracted according to the
literacy directions. For the algebraic example, I also use poker chips and squares allowing the square to represent the “x” for the number that we made up and the poker chips for the addition or subtraction of numbers:
Use objects to show what is happening with the numbers
LITERACY MODEL

MANIPULATIVE MODEL

Think of a number.
Add 5.
Double your new number.
Subtract 4.
Add 7.
Subtract your first number.
Add 1
Subtract your first number again.
Your answer is 14.

ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSION MODEL

x
x+5
2(x + 5)
2x + 10 – 4
2x + 6 + 7
2x + 13 – x
x + 13 + 1
x+14-x
14

Why does this work?
The “answer” is in the poker chips.
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Technology for Learning
Sketching
a Path to
Algebra
by

BOB COULTER

Bob Coulter is director of
Mapping the Environment,
a program at the Missouri
Botanical Garden’s
Litzsinger Road Ecology
Center that supports
teachers’ efforts to
enhance their science curriculum through use of the
Internet and geographic
informations system (GIS)
software. Previously, Bob
taught elementary grades
for 12 years.
bob.coulter@mobot.org
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Many students face a difficult transition
from arithmetic to algebra as they move
from numbers to unknowns. Three of
something can be readily envisioned; representing quantities with variables such as X
of one thing and Y of another requires a
leap that all too many fail to make successfully. With algebra widely seen as a “gateway course” that enables or restricts access
to many professional fields, the constriction
of opportunities through poor understanding of basic algebra is unacceptable. The
many innovative approaches in this issue
offer promising methods of opening doors
that would otherwise be closed.
Dynamic modeling tools can be part of
this effort to improve students’ opportunities. By making representations on screen
that are more visual and interactive than
what is found in a traditional equation, we
can help in making the transition to algebraic thinking. Tutorials and demonstrations
have their place in illustrating concepts, but
software tools that enable students to interact
with key ideas are usually more powerful.
As your students play with representations
on screen, they can explore aspects that may
not be covered in a more structured tutorial.
Used well, interactive environments can promote a nuanced understanding that will better support formalized knowledge.
One such environment that is very popular in secondary mathematics classes—The
Geometer’s Sketchpad—has a number
of applications that can be useful in
upper elementary and middle school
classes. As the examples here show,
key algebraic concepts can be explored
in ways that are suitable for pre-teen
learners. By downloading the demonstration version of the software and
sample exercises, you can assess the
usefulness of the software in your classroom. If you decide to add this to your
repertoire, a range of curriculum
resources is available to get you started.

Adding integers
A good starting point in building a bridge
from arithmetic to algebra is to help students develop a strong understanding of
integers. While students are used to working with positive numbers, a facility with
negative numbers is essential for algebraic
thinking. The “Adding Integers” sample
activity for Geometer’s Sketchpad provides
an opportunity to develop experience with
how positive and negative numbers work.
Students can enter two numbers (both positive, both negative, or one of each) and see
visually how they combine. By dragging
number bars across the screen, new equations can be constructed.
Once your students have developed
some facility with the activity, printed
material accompanying the activity guides
your students’ exploration, encouraging
them to investigate different scenarios such
as problems that result in a sum of zero.
Throughout, an inductive approach is used
to scaffold exploration before developing
generalized concepts. Thus, students are
asked to model 5 + -5, identify the sum (0),
and then “[M]odel four more problems in
which the sum is zero.” Only then are they
guided to generalize what they have experienced into a principle about how two numbers must relate if the sum is to be zero. By
manipulating bars on the screen, observing
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the results, and then being asked to generalize, a much richer and robust understanding
of the underlying concepts is likely to
emerge.

The slope game
As students build their algebraic understanding they will be equipped to work with formal equations such as y = 3x + 2. I still
remember the challenges in eighth grade of
mastering the intricacies of calculating slopes
from two given points, trying to remember
the “right” way to do it. You can scaffold the
process for your students in a much more
engaging way through activities such as The
Slope Game, in which one player sets up
lines on screen, essentially at random. The
other player then seeks to create lines with
the same slope on screen, with points
awarded for those that have matching slopes.
After this is done, players switch roles.
As the game proceeds, you should see
your students develop a stronger intuitive
sense of slope. Positive and negative slopes
will have much more meaning as they are
constructed and adjusted on screen. Likewise, the difference between how steep different slopes are will become readily
apparent. While these same concepts could
be constructed with paper and pencil, the
time consumed in the mechanics of doing
this would distract from the more important
focus on conceptual development. Also, the
easy interactivity of creating lines, seeing
their slope, and adjusting the lines as needed
fosters a willingness to explore that would
be discouraged if every line needed to be
erased or a new graph had to be constructed
from scratch.
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Dynagraphs
The Geometer’s Sketchpad
environment
also offers a
new way to
envision functions: a Dynagraph. Most
elementary
grade students
have a reasonable facility
with basic
function machines (such as putting in 3 and
having 5 come out, or 7 in and 9 come out,
which suggests a rule of adding 2 to the
input number). From there, students are all
too often uprooted to formal notations such
as 3x + 4 = 2y2. To facilitate a smoother
transition that helps students develop a
stronger base of understanding relating to
functions, Dynagraphs can be used. These
help students describe patterns they observe
in functions, prior to seeing the specific
numeric input. As shown in the screen shot,
adjusting the input number produces a corresponding output on the line below. This
can be done either qualitatively (“it gets
bigger by a little . . .”) or quantitatively.
Based on experiences in this environment,
formal function notation can be developed,
but on a much stronger base than would be
in place without the intermediate explorations.
As these activities and others unfold in your
classroom, the benefits of dynamic modeling environments become clear. Just as with
the Seasons’ software and Tabletop data
tool (explored in this column in the
last issue, vol. 19:2,) work with the
Geometer’s Sketchpad provides students with the support needed to pose
meaningful questions, investigate the
outcomes with a minimum of procedural interruption, and see the results
almost instantly. Throughout, the
explorations provide the basis for
small group and whole-class discussions, as well as opportunities to
develop writing skills. Throughout, a
richer mathematical understanding
will emerge.

An evaluation version of the
software and sample
activities can be obtained
from the Geometer’s
Sketchpad Resource Center
at http://keycurriculum.com/
sketchpad/. License
information and print
curriculum material can also
be reviewed at this site.
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Literature Links
Frog and Toad are Friends, by Arnold
Lobel (Harper Collins, 1970), is one of the
“I Can Read Series.” The small format of
the book and charming illustrations by the
author make this an appealing book for
beginning chapter-book readers (ages four
through eight). A chapter called, “The Lost
Button,” presents a great opportunity to
meld literature with sorting and classifying
activities. Toad has lost a
button from his jacket.
Frog offers lots of found
alternatives, however,
none of them is the missing button. They are the
wrong size, or the wrong
color, or shape. By seeing
what the button is not
(square, green, large), we
come to understand the
attributes of the missing
button. Students could try
many activities related to
the book, for instance, act
out the story, or glue
assorted buttons on cards
to show sets and intersecting sets.
Anno’s Mysterious Multiplying Jar, by
Masaichiro and Mitsumasa Anno (Philomel
Books, 1983), is a curious exploration of
factorial notation. “There was water in the
jar . . . [imagine it as a sea], on the sea was
one island. On the island there were 2 countries. Within each country there were 3
mountains. On each mountain there were 4
kingdoms . . .” and so on. Examining patterns of growth and numbers allows for a
better understanding of probability and possibilities for arranging things or circumstances. There is discussion at the end of the
book about why this might be useful. The
authors state: “(We hope to) give readers an
idea of the remarkable order that underlies
our universe, and a sense of the mystery,
wonder, and excitement that can be experienced through mathematics.”
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Safari Park, by Stuart J. Murphy (Harper
Collins, 2002), is part of the leveled MathStart series. This is an exciting story of a set
of grandchildren at an amusement park. One
of them has lost his tickets and the others
figure out how many tickets they can use
and still have some to share with him. Working with unknowns and seeing multiple
ways of solving the same problem are
important steps in algebraic thinking. The
book offers several ideas for working with
concepts and hands-on activities and games
at the end of the story. These are particularly
welcome because on some pages there is so
much information included that students
could become overwhelmed and lose interest. One recommendation is to have students
make tickets to simulate the action in the
story. This would be a great, engaging book
to use in conjunction with the introduction
of algebra for students in second through
fourth grade.
Ten Flashing Fireflies, by Philemon Sturges
(North-South Books, 1995), is a simply
illustrated, large format counting book.
There are ten fireflies in the field. As a
brother and sister collect them in a jar, readers see different ways of totaling the number
ten: nine and one, eight and two, seven and
three, etc. Concepts such as the commutative
and associative properties can be explored
using stories such as these. How many different ways are there of making ten?
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Pattern Fish, by Trudy Harris (Millbrook
Press, 2000), introduces readers to a series of
fantastical underwater creatures, patterned in
words and pictures. Each of Anne Canevari
Green’s pictures includes a simple border
that shows what sort of pattern is being discussed. “A fish swims in the ocean. It has
stripes upon its back. Yellow-black, yellowblack, yellow-black.” Each page is arranged
so that the last word in the pattern is on the
overleaf, so students can try filling in the
blank and teachers can listen to assess
whether they have the pattern figured out.
This book would be best for the very
youngest math students.
17 Kings and 42 Elephants, by Margaret
Mahy (Dial Books for Young Readers,
1987), uses lively batik illustrations by Patricia MacCarthy and playful, rhythmic language to tell about kings and elephants
making their way through the jungle. While
the story has no direct connection to algebra,
the exercise of dividing elephants among the
kings is useful, both from a mathematical
approach, as in, how many are left over, and
from a language arts approach, as in, what
would you do with the remaining elephants?
First through fourth graders would enjoy this
book and it is featured in Marilyn Burns’
Math and Literature (K–3).

A String of Beads, by Margarette S. Reid
(Dutton Children’s Books, 1997), is a great
story featuring sorting, classifying, and making and recognizing patterns. While a girl
and her grandmother string beads, the girl
notices many ways in which beads can be
different: size, shape, material, color, origin.
There is also the work of making patterns,
with two, three, or more elements. In addition to showing “real” applications of important mathematical ideas, this book shows
positive images of a multi-generational
activity, celebrates the diversity of people
and cultures around the world and through
time, and advocates creativity and individuality. This would be an excellent text to
accompany integrated art and math activities
for five through ten year olds.
Thanks to frequent Connect contributors,
Phyllis and David Whitin, for their suggestions of two excellent books, Pattern Fish
and Ten Flashing Fireflies. You can find
many more ideas and strategies for using
math-related literature in the their recent
book, New Visions for Linking Literature
and Mathematics (National Council of
Teachers of English and NCTM, 2004).
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Resource Reviews
Lessons for Algebraic Thinking, by Leyani
von Rotz and Marilyn Burns, provides a
comprehensive exploration of why and how
we can work with the very youngest students (K–2) to create understanding and
skills that will mean greater abilities and
comprehension in the students’ later years.
Sixteen classroom-tested lessons focus on
various topics, such as repeating patterns,
growth patterns, equivalency, and operations. A background section at the close of
each chapter helps teachers to understand
and feel comfortable with content. The
appendix offers, “Mathematical Background,” explaining key ideas to algebraic
thought. A glossary follows it. This outstanding resource is part of
a series extending through
eighth grade; it provides
excellent examples of best
practice in mathematics
education. 256 pages.
Lessons for Algebraic
Thinking, ($29.95) is
available from Math Solutions Publications, 150
Gate 5 Road, Suite 101,
Sausalito, CA 94965. Call
800-868-9092, fax 877942-883, online at
http://mathsolutions.com.

Young Mathematicians At Work series, by
Catherine Twomey Fosnot and Maarten
Dolk, includes several titles, namely Constructing Number Sense, Addition, and Subtraction (for children ages 4–7),
Constructing Multiplication and Division
(for ages 7–10), and Constructing Fractions,
Decimals, and Percents (for ages 10–14).
These books include connecting math and
problem-solving, children talking with each
other and teachers about how they formed
their ideas, examples of students’ work, and
comparisons of the methods by which many
of us were taught math 20–50 years ago and
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other (better) ways of approaching topics.
Students’ algorithms, use of materials,
vocabulary, and communication are all vital
and visible in these books. Each includes an
accompanying CD-ROM. Failing the ability
to sit in on the classes of the many master
teachers featured, these books and CDs are
the next best thing to being there. Approx.
180 pages each.
Young Mathematicians At Work series,
($18.80 online) along with professional
development materials (by these and other
authors) are available from Heinemann
Publishing, PO Box 6926, Portsmouth, NH
03802-6926. Call 800-225-5800, fax 603431-2214, online at
http://www.heinemann.com.
DELTA Institutes (Digital Environments
for Learning, Teaching, and Assessment),
offered by Mathematics in the City, are
three-day mini-institutes held on weekends
throughout the school year. The Pre-K-3
materials are on early number sense, addition and subtraction, the grade 3-5 materials
are on multiplication and division, and the
5–8 materials are on fractions, decimals, and
percents. Some titles of the workshops are,
“Using the Context of Soda Machines to
Develop Division,” “Using . . . Playgrounds
to Develop Multiplication of Fractions,” and
“. . . Exploring Ages to Develop an Understanding of Subtraction.”
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DELTA Institutes (Digital Environments
for Learning, Teaching, and Assessment are
offered through Mathematics in the City, The
City College of New York, School of Education. To learn more and to attend a workshop
(fees vary), call 212-650-6346 or download an
application form at http://
mitcccny.org.
Algebra: It Begins in Kindergarten is an
Annenberg/CPB videotape that allows the
viewer to see a group of classroom teachers
working with children and, in a studio, commenting on their experiences with early algebra. The group is led by Monica Neagoy, a
mathematics education professor from George
Washington University. The participants present
algebra as the study of variables and the representation of those variables in verbal, pictorial,
tabular and graphical ways. Various examples
of children’s approaches are shown and discussed, including interesting mathematical storytelling by children. The video is based on a
public television series for elementary teachers
that aired first in Massachusetts. Because this is
part of a larger series, Mathematics: What’s the
Big Idea? that allowed for call-ins from participating teachers, it is not as polished as some
films. Both the teaching sequences and the studio comments seem candid and make today’s
viewer feel like a participant, too.
Algebra: It Begins in Kindergarten
($24.95) is available from Annenberg/CPB,
PO Box 2345, S.Burlington, VT 05407-2345.
Call 800-532-7637, fax 802-846-1850, online
at: http://www.learner.org.

cessing could become distracted or discouraged. Still, this is a thorough and well-thought
out guide, perhaps most helpful to students,
but also highly usable by teachers. 276 pages.
Algebra Survival Guide: A Conversational
Handbook for the Thoroughly Befuddled,
($19.95) is available from Singing Turtle
Press, 942 Vuelta del Sur, Santa Fe, NM
87507. Call 800-266-5564, online at
http://www.SingingTurtle.com.
Improving Instruction in Algebra, by Margaret Schwan Smith and additional authors,
uses a case study approach to explore opportunities for change in middle school mathematics teaching and learning. The cases are
varied, well-written and present good opportunities for discussion in a professional development setting. The second part of the book
provides suggestions for group leaders on how
to use the case studies effectively, but this section can be just as valuable to any reader who
has first read the cases. The book is one of
three on middle school math within the much
larger Ways of Knowing in Science and Mathematics series. You can view the whole series
on the Teachers College Press website (see
below).
Improving Instruction in Algebra ($24.95),
is available from Teachers College Press, PO
Box 20, Williston, VT 05495-0020. Call 800575-6566, fax 802-864-7626, online at
http://www.tcpress.com.

Algebra Survival Guide: A Conversational
Handbook for the Thoroughly Befuddled, by
Josh Rappaport, presents information in a very
simple and non-threatening way. The book
includes step-by-step instructions for operations, easy reference guides for procedures and
terms, a board game and a poster with definitions and examples. There are also workbooks
and a teacher’s edition available. What is
appealing about these books is that the author
draws on a decade of tutoring experience and
writes in a question and answer format, as if
speaking with a student. However, some illustrations are so busy or difficult to discern that
students who have problems with visual pro-
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The Algebra Blues
by Gene Maier

Dr. Eugene Maier is one of the founding members of The Math Learning Center in Salem,
Oregon. After nearly thirty years of guiding the Center, he is semi-retired now. Gene continues to write articles for the Math Learning Center’s Web site, however, and some of these
articles have been collected in a book, Gene’s Corner. With his permission, and that of the
Math Learning Center, we reprint one of these articles below.
—Editor

W

Algebra is not
imposed on their
students, but it is
drawn from their
observations and
discussions.
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henever I think about a conversation I
had with my granddaughter, I get the
blues. She was in a seventh grade advanced
math class and they were studying algebra. I
asked her how it was going. She showed me
her homework.
Her solution of a simple equation like
2x + 10 = 16 required 5 lines. First she had
written down the equation. Next she had
written “2x + 10 – 10 = 16 – 10, subtract 10
from both sides.” Then, “2x = 6, collect
terms.” And so on.

A rationale?
I asked her why she wrote all that down;
couldn’t she figure out the solution in her
head? She said, “Yes, it’s 3, but I just can’t
write that down.” I said, “What about writing x = 3 because 2(3) + 10 = 16.” She said,
“No, I have to do it this way,” pointing to
her paper.
I asked her if she had any idea why the
teacher wanted her to do it that way. She
did: “Mr. X says that’s what the eighth grade
teacher wants and his job is to get us ready
for the eighth grade.”
I was disheartened. Mr. X was turning
algebra into drudgery and destroying whatever number sense his students possessed.
Besides that, he was putting the interests of
the eighth grade teacher ahead of his students’ welfare. I could only wish that Mr. X
would undergo some marvelous transformation that would change him into a teacher
like Mrs. Y.
In contrast to Mr. X, Mrs. Y puts her students’ educational development ahead of
their next teacher’s expectations. For her,
mathematics instruction isn’t dictated by

what the next teacher wants but by the present knowledge and understanding of her
students. She believes addressing the latter
will take care of the former and if it doesn’t,
then the next teacher needs to change their
expectations.

Current mathematical
development
For students in Mrs. Y classes, algebra is not
a collection of rules and procedures imposed
on them by some authority. Rather, it
becomes a way of communicating about and
dealing with mathematical situations based
on their own investigations, investigations
she instigates that are designed to naturally
lead the students into the topic at hand. Her
students talk and write about their thinking.
Clarity of expression, both oral and written, is
valued, but students aren’t forced to turn their
work into ersatz axiomatic demonstrations.
Teachers like Mrs. Y are more concerned
about their students’ current mathematical
development than what some future teacher
fancies they ought to know. In their classrooms, algebra is not a set of rules and procedures of mysterious origin to be imposed
upon their students, but a subject that
evolves naturally from a set of experiences.
Their rooms are alive with activities that
evoke algebraic concepts and procedures.
Algebra is not imposed on their students, but
it is drawn from their observations and discussions.
Students’ insights and intuitions aren’t
smothered by forcing them to use the teachers’ or textbook’s way; they are encouraged
to use methods that are based on their own
understandings and insights. Instead of being
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taught there is only one way to
carry out an algebraic procedure,
students are encouraged to find
alternate ways of proceeding.
They aren’t castigated if their
methods don’t work, or are based
on misconceptions. Rather, their
efforts are valued, and ferreting
out whatever goes awry becomes a
learning experience for the whole
class. In such a teacher’s classroom, algebra is lively and vibrant.
But in my granddaughter’s
mind, it’s tedious and banal. And
should there be more Mr. X’s than
Mrs. Y’s, there must be hordes of
other students with the same frame
of mind. What a melancholy
thought. 

The Math Learning Center has for its mission, “. . . to advance ways of
teaching and learning mathematics that enable every person to confidently
develop their mathematical abilities.” The center offers workshops, textbooks,
materials and supplies to teachers of mathematics. Look here for instructional
manuals, children’s books that link to math concepts, “Box It” or “Bag It”
Math, manipulatives packets, and info on
institutes to broaden and enrich your teaching. The MLC advocates hands-on, constructivist, multi-disciplined education and
showcases such authors, teachers and
researchers as Cathy Fosnot of the Young
Mathematicians at Work series (see page 4
of this issue). Their Web site includes
archives of articles in the collection
Gene’s Corner. This center is clearly a
supportive and diverse resource that is
completely devoted to the betterment of
math education and assistance for educators.
The Math Learning Center, PO Box 12929, Salem OR 97309-0929.
Call 800-575-8130, online at http://www.mathlearningcenter.org/.
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Representing Numbers,
Demystifying Equations
Using Base Ten Blocks in a variety of ways in both algebra and geometry has become
more common in US classrooms at a wide range of grade levels. These Dienes blocks, as
they are called in many other countries, were developed, tested and refined by an unconventional mathematician, Dr. Zoltan P. Dienes. He also used games, song and dance to
explore math with children of many ages.
The blocks, sometimes called structured models for grouping and regrouping numbers,
also can be played with informally, allowing children to test a variety of mathematical
uses. In England, researcher Valsa Koshy has found that some children need more help to
make a link between the concrete materials and a formal algorithm (Department of Education and Skills, 2004). Koshy asked one nine
year-old if it would have helped him to solve
a problem if he had used a set of Dienes
blocks that rested on the table. “It would
have,” said the student, “If I could remember
what to do with them. I have used them
before lots and lots of times.”
The researcher went on to other students. Educators who worked with
Zoltan Dienes suggest that he would
have tried many avenues to see what
this student might remember about
those previous uses and how the blocks
or other systems might be used to
tackle such a problem.
Photo courtesy of Didax. Ordering information at http://www.didax.com.
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